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About This Game

DISCOVER THE FIRST CROWD-DEVELOPED GAME

The Best Of MagiCats is the first 2D Platformer made by its own community. Discover 100 outstanding levels made by
brilliant creators all over the world. Some are incredibly tricky, others are funny, and all of them have a fascinating story behind

them. Discover how great a game can be, when the whole world chips in to make it!

AWARD WINNING Game: "Best Video Game" award at M.A.G.I.C. by Shibuya Productions.

Play as a brave MagiCat to save the MagiCat Kingdom!

Evil rats invaded your country. Lands were plundered… and there are no fish left to eat. What a tragedy! Fight against the rats’
army, defeat the mysterious and epic boss, and behold the awesome power… of the cat!

Key Features:

 FOR THE FIRST TIME, a game will share 50% of its revenue with its creative community as part of our ‘Fair Game’
initiative

 100 AWESOME LEVELS: the craziest and the most original playing experience you can imagine
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 EPIC BOSS FIGHTS: face off against the 7 generals of rats’ army in various battle modes

 EXCLUSIVE SKINS: change your outfit, hat and weapon to make your cat unique!

 Beautiful hand-drawn 2D environments

A Fair Game Initiative
Fair Game means that half of the game’s revenue will be shared between the 100 level builders for their outstanding creations.

When purchasing this game, you are supporting a young but promising initiative dedicated to boost creativity and talent all over the
world.
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Title: The Best Of MagiCats
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dreamz Studio
Publisher:
Dreamz Studio
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 64 bits

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000-5000 series (game in 720p)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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its a turn based rpg with simple card mechanics

+great art style
+tutorial is not very long
-its a kind slow for arcade gamers

10/10 a perfect example of "if its not broken don't fix it". With each volume the Friendsims dig deeper into alternia's lore, the
narrative becomes more itneresting, more of its darkness is touched, and more and more questions are asked about the
individual whom we are experiencing this series through. And the question of whether or not this is as loosely canonical to the
main game becomes ever harder to answer. Along with how the bleeding hell has the cullbait sunova
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 survived this world XD. lostttt in youuuu

nostalgic game <3 <3. Wish i could play it as the trailer looked interesting. everytime i try i get stuck on a screen with a deer
eating grass. No matter how long i wait or what keys I press nothing happens. When i open task manager to force close the game
i find i cant click anything and no key commands work. I have to hard reboot my pc for anything to work again.. many physics.
Ok, let me go straight to the point, I've also got a big headache (probably increased by the fact that the last minutes of each level
of this game (they're all the same, you can only choose between easy normal hard and infinity mode) features colorful asteroids
falling down in dozens and make you dizzy).
This game is really so crappy designed and even more crappy programmed.
You basically control a starship and you can only move with WASD controls in a fixed scheme with a Windows 95 background.
Stop.
No, you can not fire. You can't do anything but collecting good items and avoiding bad items coming at a gradually increasing
speed from above.
You can collect HP, magnets and diamonds; you must avoid death (yeah there's skull and bones floating on screen), asteroid and
other ships. Everything does the same damage to you and you can only keep on diving left and right.
Totally pointless game, and artwork and sounds suck too.
Definitely to avoid.
Oh, I forgot to say that some achievements are bugged and stuck to 0% too and this doesn't have trading cards.. and it seems the
developers don't even want to fix the missing achievements, so really, negative.. Got a free copy of the game from 
orlygift.com.It's very hard. Game is good overall, I like it, it's one of the nicest point-and-click adventure games I played, yet it
gets only a borderline recommendation, as it also has some rather hard to ignore downsides.

Pros:
-nice noir atmosphere, immersive and cool
-the dialog lines usually manage to avoid being boring or annoying
-interesting enough plot (until the ending)
-Steam Trading Cards and some really nice Steam profile backgrounds
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Cons:
- Greta's voice acting is horrendous, no tone change and no inflexions, she sounds... cheap and bored at all time
- typical point-and-click game issues concerning logical matches, like when using a candy wrap to fix a wire
- I can't find out how to make the game run in a window, and permanent full-screen is a bit annoying, to say the least
- no Steam achievements
- comes with the worse type of ending, the cliffhanger "to be continued" ending
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This game is a typical representative of the genre of visual novel, as here worked out everything: characters, backgrounds,
soundtracks. Sometimes the plot forces you to take very difficult decisions, which then depends on many things.

If you love brave guys who hunt for treasure, then go ahead and purchase this game, it will not let you regret your choice.. The
low price is not worth the few minutes of mild entertainment it provides. This game feels like a beta.. art: 10
controls: 10
music: 10
replay: very high

pros: its a bullet hell game and within the series of Gundemonium(takes before the events of the first game), which are side
scrollers, this one is vertical. the music is the best of the three games of the series. the art is awesome. even the bosses look
badass. you unlock new dolls(characters) adter you beat the game a few time.

cons: like they said, this one is one the hardest of the series.
the game doesn't tell you how to use bombs, which makes the first boss very hard to kill. in order to use bomb, you need the
flow bar full and just crash\/ram into the "targets" during the boss fight. remember, bombs use one doll.

inshort, if you love the Gundemonium series or hell bullet games, pick this up.. A GAME WHERE YOU CAN SEE YOUR
BODY, FEET, AND NECK IN FIRST PERSON

THE FUTURE IS HERE. Worst character pack so far. Mira is somehow balanced, but Iru is underpowered untermensch.. More
Neko pls
We need moreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Memories of a vagabond

What a game, what a game!

I am so happy I did NOT paid for this game!

Ok, Steam gave me 3 trade cards for it, but still....

Memories of a vagabond begins with you as a hero who has to safe his little girl.
She has been caught by some ♥♥♥♥♥♥ who doesn't have anything better to do then to abduct your girl and let you chase him.

You have to choose out of 3 classes (we have never saw that 1 before), and when you die, you will meet Mr. Grimm reaper and
he will give you another body (or you want to be stucked with the class you have chosen, it is up to you).

Gameplay is easy: by keyboard or X-box controller (watch out, the buttons are very different compare with Skyrim or other
games!).
The graphics reminds me of the old days of Final Fantasy, the music fits with the ambiance of this simple game, the story is fun,
but it is so damned short!

WHY O WHY only 3 quests?

God may know why...

Anyway, after 4 hours I have finished the game and I can say, I enjoyed it.

Graphics: 7/10
Sound and music: 7/10
Storyline: 4/10 (it is too short come on peepz come one!)
Total verdict: yeah, thumps up 7/10!. 6/10 - Not great, but it's hard to find simple TD games that aren't in the fantasy or zombie
genre.

PROS:
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- No elves or zombies in sight!
- Simple, classic style TD game
- Decent graphics (but not really 16bit style in my opinion)
- Good music and voice acting
- Upgrades are explained well

CONS:
- A bit dull and boring to be honest
- Upgrading is going to take forever
- Doesn't really bring anything new to the TD genre
- It wasn't clear that the screen could be scrolled up and down
- Sometimes trying to call the next wave early pauses the game (WTF?)
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